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Top 10 Reasons
We're Back!

1 I missed Joanie's birthday

2 Have new batch of lies
waiting for publication

3 Uncle Bing digs it

4 I miss Mike's girl-like
giggling sounds

5 Winona subscribers
threatening to sue

6 Tired of questions about
"When is it coming?"

7 Wondering how it will fly
on the Internet

8 More Aunt Lorraine stories

9 Little Billy Miller barely
remembers them

10 Fiction can now beat facts!

Mom's Newsletter can be found at:
www.clydepark.com

Mom's
Newsletter

"It is always something"

"Mike Lohrmann can sure sing"

So, What is New? Mom's
Newsletter Catches Up
By Roger Bongers

A lot like a reunion of a television
show (Editor's Note: Different
Strokes?), we catch up with our
favorite relatives and see what is
new:

Ellen: "I have been busier than a
well-digger's…no, that's not it. A
popcorn fart? No, that's not right,
John! What am I busier than?"

Liz: "Oh, what day is it? Uh, the
last three years have been a blur. I
received Doctorates in both
Barneyology and Headliceology."

Joanie: "I lost one hundred and
eighty pounds of ugly fat."

Little Billy Miller: "I have been
trying to figure out my goofy cousin
Jeff and have decided that he is
just an odd sonofabitch."

Aunt Lorraine: "Don't go and get
me started or you are going to
have to rename this rag 'Mom's
Encylopedia.'"

Mike: "I have been working and
concentrating on my love of dance.
Oh, and if anyone wants a duck,
make it yourself."

John McGrory: "I have learned to
read since the last Newsletter and
am looking forward to scouring the
paper for dirty words like 'pecker'
and "booby."'

Jack Miller: "It's about damn time
another one of these come out, I
just got done reading the last
ninety-five of them. We need more
stories about Guam."

Newsletter Returns As Key
Federal Witness Disappears
By Red Ruffensore

After a three-year absence from the
newsstands, Mom's Newsletter has
returned to crack wise on a variety of
family activities. Bouyed by the loss
of the key Government witnesses,
including three in the same
afternoon, the U.S. Marshall has
declared the case against the
Newsletter :"It's over…for now."

Aunt Lorraine Speaks Out
"It’s about time," crowed the former
Miss Shieldsville, "I need to read all
the family news and this sabbatical
bit the big one." Family insiders
agree that the loss of the Newsletter
was significant, "We were lacking
exciting stories," said (Little) Billy
Miller, "and I was getting tired about
reading the old stories about when I
was stationed in Kenyon."

Mike Dapper Jealous
"I have been re-reading the stories
about the Miller/Sears clan and I
finally get some new news about
Joanie Miller," sighed the rapidly
aging almost-in-law. "I represent a
growing community of non-relatives
that are curious about the family. I
mean, I can read about you folks in
in the paper but I need to get the
story behind the story."

Sabbatical My Ass
"It's not like the kid works hard," said
Uncle Bing. "And Joanie tells me that
he sits on his big ass and types on a
computer like a dork, not exactly
outside work, if you get my drift."

Uncle Bing concludes, "When I was
his age, I was running two major
bootlegging operations as well as
having a half a dozen judges in my
back pocket, like Mark."


